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Continuous Integration Does Not Equal Continuous Delivery

Self-Service Continuous Delivery

Give Your Devs the Power: They want control, so let them have 
it. When developers own the release of their own code, you have 
a development team with skin in the game. They will repay you 
with increased velocity and loyalty.

Know What’s Happened Every Step of the Way: Continous 
Insights Dashboards enable you to see what’s happened with 
every pipeline – who deployed it, when, and what was the 
result. Even a globally distributed development team has full 
transparency into the release process.

A Safety Net for Failed Deployments: The Harness 24x7 Service 
Guard capability uses Machine Learning to verify the success of 
deployments, as well as automated rollbacks when things go 
wrong. 

Security and RBAC Baked In: You control which developers 
have access to which environments via Role-Based Security, 
and an audit trail ensures every step is fully documented. You’re 
empowering your team but not risking your business in the 
process. 

Orasi is excited to partner with Harness, developer of the industry-leading Continuous Delivery-as-a-service solution 
that bears its name. Orasi has become a market leader in helping clients migrate applications to the cloud and 
leverage DevOps concepts to significantly improve their delivery time-to-market. We provide the overall DevOps 
leadership to guide your team from code change to production, ensuring you achieve the return-on-investment value 
your business leaders desire. With Harness, Orasi can capitalize on existing client pipeline capabilities while providing 
a better foundation to scale complex deployment paths. Together, Orasi and Harness have simplified continuous 
delivery for enterprises everywhere. 

Orasi and Harness are working together to empower developers to automate
the deployment, verification, and rollback of code!

Game-Changing Continuous Delivery
Harness and Orasi
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Smart Automation: Allows teams to build, templatize and 
execute deployment pipelines from artifact to production in 
minutes, with serial or parallel workflows across applications, 
services, environments, and cloud providers. Harness enables 
teams to integrate more than 40 technologies, auto-generating 
code for items like microservice support, Kubernetes, canary, 
rolling & blue green deployments and provisioning via Terraform 
and CloudFormation.

Continuous Verification: Provides the ability to integrate various 
leading APM and Log tools, like Dynatrace & DataDog, to auto-
detect performance regressions & quality issues via unstructured 
machine learning, and to perform out-of-the-box Auto-Rollback 
to the last working artifact version — with no scripting.

Continuous Security: Enables the ability to audit, control, and 
govern pipeline changes via audit trails and to track all changes, 
provides secrets management via Hashicorp Vault or AWS KMS, 
and supports single sign-on authentication and Role-Based 
Access Control (RBAC) to govern & control user permissions.

Continuous Insights: Affords automatic access to key pipeline 
metrics based on industry-leading indicators and measures 
software delivery performance across services & teams.

Ready for Game-Changing Continuous Delivery?
Orasi has a long history helping clients propel their software 
initiatives. We are breaking new ground in DevOps Delivery, 
radically transforming client outcomes with our services and 
expertise — and reducing DevOps throughput from weeks 
to hours. Partnered with Harness, we can transform how your 
application pipelines can be delivered – at SCALE.

Build Deployment Pipelines in Minutes For:


